A simple and robust method for determining the relative orientations of covalently linked protein domains using conjoined rigid body/torsion angle dynamics simulated annealing on the basis of residual dipolar couplings is presented. In this approach each domain is treated as a rigid body and the relevant degrees of conformational freedom are restricted to the backbone torsion angles (φ, ψ) of the linker between the domains. By this means translational information afforded by the presence of an intact linker is preserved. We illustrate this approach using the domainswapped dimer of the HIV-inactivating protein cyanovirin-N as an example.
Residual dipolar couplings measured in a dilute liquid crystalline phase (1) (2) (3) (4) provide unique long-range orientational information that is particularly valuable for defining relative orientations of structural elements in proteins and nucleic acids (5) (6) (7) (8) . Dipolar couplings can potentially lead to substantial improvements in coordinate accuracy for single domain proteins (9) (10) (11) and nucleic acids (12) (13) (14) , particularly under conditions where other experimental NMR restraints are limited (9, 11) . Perhaps one of the promising uses of dipolar couplings is in defining the relative orientations of individual components in protein-protein (15) (16) (17) and protein-nucleic acid (18, 19) complexes and the relative orientations of domains in multidomain proteins (20) (21) (22) and nucleic acids (23) .
If the structures of the individual proteins of a complex are known at high accuracy in their free state (e.g., by crystallography) and conformational changes in the backbone upon complexation are insignificant, the simplest approach to determining the structure of a protein-protein complex on the basis of dipolar couplings and intermolecular NOE data involves the initial application of rigid body minimization (16) , followed by conjoined rigid body/torsion angle (or cartesian coordinate) dynamics simulated annealing (17, 24) . In this procedure, only the interfacial side chains are allowed to alter their conformation; the backbone and noninterfacial side chains of one protein are held fixed, while those of the second protein are only allowed to rotate and translate as a rigid body. To apply this approach or one involving a rigid body systematic grid search to a multidomain covalently linked system, it is necessary to sever the connection between the two domains (20) (21) (22) . In doing so, translational information is lost and needs to be reintroduced either in the form of artificial distance restraints (20) or by only permitting hinge rotations of one domain relative to the other (21, 22) . In this paper, we propose a simpler approach involving the application of a modified form of conjoined rigid body/torsion angle dynamics simulated annealing which preserves the linker between the two domains.
The modified conjoined rigid body/torsion angle dynamics simulated annealing approach that we propose is based on our recently described general internal variable dynamics module (IVM (24)) which has been incorporated into the program XPLOR-NIH (25) . In internal coordinate dynamics, the molecule of interest is decomposed into collections of one or more atoms that are grouped together in rigid bodies referred to as clusters. Within a given cluster, the relative positions of the atoms are specified, and the clusters are connected by hinges that allow for motion of the clusters relative to one another (24) . In conventional torsion angle dynamics, the clusters comprise groups of atoms whose geometry is fixed by covalent geometry and the hinges consist of torsion angles (i.e., for a protein, the backbone φ and ψ torsion angles and the side chain χ torsion angles). In this instance, however, each domain constitutes a cluster (i.e., a rigid body) and movement of one domain relative to the other occurs through rotation of backbone φ, ψ torsion angles within the linker connecting the two domains. Since the linkers are typically rather short, the number of degrees of freedom is effectively limited to a very small number of torsion angles (two for each residue in the linker).
We illustrate this approach using the domain-swapped dimer of the HIV-inactivating protein cyanovirin-N (CVN) as an example. CVN occurs in two forms: a monomer whose structure has been solved by NMR (10) and a domain-swapped dimer solved by crystallography at low pH (26) and NMR at neutral pH (20) . The structure of the monomer is identical to that of the AB (or A B) half of the dimer (26) , where A and A comprise residues 1-48 of each subunit and B and B comprise residues 55-101 of each subunit. Thus, in the domain-swapped dimer, residues 1-48 of one subunit and 55 -101 of the other subunit correspond to the structure of the monomer (see Fig. 1 ). Following HPLC purification in organic solvent at low pH and subsequent lyophilization, CVN exists as an approximately 70 : 30 mixture of monomer and dimer (20, 26) . Upon removal of organic solvent and raising the pH to neutral, most of the dimer is converted to monomer which represents ∼90% of the sample (20, 26) . In previous work on such a mixed monomer/dimer sample (20) it was shown that the relative orientation of the two halves of the dimer in solution differs by approximately 80-90
• from that observed in the crystal structure. (The difference in orientation is due to a number of factors, including side chain electrostatic interactions and crystal packing (20) .) The strategy employed (20) to determine the orientation of the domain-swapped dimer in solution involved the application of rigid body minimization (with the linker deleted and translational information provided by a small number of artifical distance restraints and a radius of gyration restraint) coupled with back-calculation of dipolar couplings on the basis of molecular shape (27 ) to distinguish the correct antiparallel solution from the incorrect parallel one.
For the present study the domain-swapped dimer at neutral pH was purified to homogeneity from a mixed monomer/dimer sample by gel filtration chromatography. The resulting pure dimer sample is stable at neutral pH and no interconversion to the monomeric form is observed. The availability of a pure dimeric sample enabled us to obtain a substantially larger number of dipolar couplings than was possible previously. (28))-based liquid crystalline medium (specifically a 5% C 12 E 5 polyethylene glycol/hexanol mixture with a molar ratio of surfactant to alcohol of 0.96). Given the symmetric nature of the dimer, this corresponds to 136 (68 × 2) dipolar coupling restraints. A best fit of the alignment tensor using singular value decomposition (SVD (27, 29) ) to the AB half of the X-ray coordinates (i.e., residues 1-48 of one subunit and 55 -101 of the other which is equivalent to the monomer) yields a value of 14.1 Hz for the magnitude of the axial component of the alignment tensor (D NH a ) and 0.65 for the rhombicity (η), with a dipolar coupling R factor (R dip (30)) of 14.0% and a correlation coefficient of 0.97. The corresponding values of D NH a and η for the AB half of the domain-swapped dimer in the mixed monomer/dimer sample in a medium of 4.5% 3 : 1 DMPC : DHPC bicelles are 7.6 Hz and 0.21, with an R dip of 13.6% and a correlation coefficient of 0.98. The overall difference in orientation of the alignment tensors in the PEG and bicelle liquid crystalline media is 18
• . Neither the dipolar couplings measured in PEG nor those measured in bicelles are consistent with the X-ray structure of the domain-swapped dimer and the values of R dip obtained by SVD are 55.9 and 56.6%, respectively, with a correlation coefficient of ∼0.6.
Two different protocols were employed to determine the relative orientation of the two halves of the domain-swapped dimer on the basis of the 68 × 2 dipolar coupling restraints measured in the PEG liquid crystalline medium.
In the first approach the X-ray structure (26) was used as the starting coordinates (Figs. 1a and 2a) , and the calculations were carried out with five different linker lengths: residues 48-55, 49-55, 49-54, 50-55, and 50-54. The protocol comprises 78 cooling cycles, 0.3 ps in duration, of rigid body/torsion angle dynamics during which time the temperature is reduced from 1000 to 25 K in 12.5-K increments, followed by a few cycles of rigid body/torsion angle minimization. The force constant for the dipolar couplings (31) and for the noncrystallographic symmetry term (relating to the linker) is increased during cooling from 0.1 to 1.0 kcal · mol −1 · Hz −2 and from 1 to 100 kcal · mol −1 ·Å −2 , respectively; while the force constants for the two terms representing the nonbonded contacts, namely the van der Waals repulsion term and the torsion angle conformational database term (32), were held constant at values of 4 kcal · mol
(with a van der Waals radius scale factor of 0.8) and 2, respectively. (Note that the purpose of the torsion angle conformational database term is to bias sampling during simulated annealing to conformations that are likely to be energetically possible by effectively limiting the choices of torsion angles to those that are known to be physically realizable (32) .) Twenty structures each were calculated for each linker length, and the results are summarized in Fig. 2b and Table 1 . The precision of each ensemble is high (∼0.03Å). The R dip (work/PEG) for the working set of dipolar couplings measured in PEG and included in the refinement is ∼14% (which is the same value as that obtained when best-fitting against only the A B half of the dimer), and the cross-validated R dip (free/bicelles) for the dipolar couplings measured in bicelles (which were not included in the calculations) is ∼15-16% (Table 1) . As is evident from Fig. 2b , the structures calculated with the different linker lengths are essentially indistinguishable: the pairwise backbone atomic rms displacement and rotation of the A B half of the dimer for the five structure ensembles when best-fitting to the AB half ranged from 0.16 to 0.8Å and from 0.3 • to 2.1 • , respectively. The corresponding values relative to the starting X-ray coordinates are ∼20Å and ∼80
• , respectively. Also provided in Table 1 are the values of the backbone φ/ψ torsion angles of the linkers in the different structures. The values of the φ/ψ torsion angles obtained for the different linker lengths are very similar and the differences reflect compensatory changes to accommodate the different numbers of torsion angles allowed to vary. In addition, it can be seen that the large difference in relative orientation of the two halves of the dimer observed in solution and in the X-ray structure arises principally from large changes from one highly favored region of the Ramachandran map to another in the φ angle of residue 53 and the ψ angles of residues 52 and 53. Thus the pivot point is centered around residues 52-53.
We also carried out a second set of calculations using the same protocol and starting coordinates (i.e., the X-ray structure) with the linker extending from residues 49-54 and the value of D NH a ranging from 12.1 to 16.1 Hz and η from 0.25 to 0.65. The rationale behind this set of calculations was to assess the impact of errors in the magnitude of the alignment tensor in the specific case of a dimer with C 2 symmetry. The largest difference in atomic rms displacement and orientation of the AB half of the domain-swapped dimer relative to the structure calculated with D NH a = 14.1 Hz and η = 0.65, with best-fitting to the A B half, is ∼1.2Å and 5
• , respectively, and is observed with the structures calculated with D NH a = 16.1 Hz and η = 0.25. Thus, in the case of C 2 symmetry, the results are relatively insensitive to the magnitude of the alignment tensor.
In the second approach, three different structures were generated by partially randomizing the φ, ψ angles of residues 49-54 subject to their lying in the allowed regions of the Ramachandran map by carrying out rigid body/torsion angle dynamics at 3000 K with no dipolar coupling restraints. The atomic and angular displacements of the AB half when best-fitting to the A B half of the domain-swapped dimer ranged from 4-14Å and 17-60
• , respectively, relative to the X-ray structure, and from 21-25 A and 85-112
• , respectively, relative to the NMR structures calculated above. As a consequence of partial randomization of the φ, ψ angles of the linker, the path from the starting structures to the global minimum is rougher and more complex than that starting from the X-ray coordinates. Moreover, the measured dipolar couplings do not include any residues within the linker. Hence, a simulated annealing protocol with a larger radius of convergence is required. We therefore used our standared simulated annealing protocol for structure determination (33) with minor modifications to carry out conjoined rigid body/torsion angle dynamics in which the only degrees of freedom for the c Precision in the placement of the A B half of the domain-swapped dimer relative to the AB half is defined as the average atomic rms displacement between the individual structures and the mean coordinates when carrying out the best-fitting with respect to the A B half of the domain-swapped dimer. Note that the AB and A B halves of the domain-swapped dimer are treated as rigid bodies and the domain-swapped dimer is completely symmetric.
d The standard deviations in the torsion angles is less than 1 • with the exception of the structures calculated with residues 48-55 as the linker between the two halves of the domain-swapped dimer. The standard deviations for the torsion angles for this ensemble of structures range from 1-5 • with the exception of the ψ angles of K48 and N53, and the φ angles of W49, N53, and F54 which range from 7-25 • .
e These torsion angles are held fixed at their values in the X-ray structure of the domain-swapped dimer.
FIG. 2.
Results of rigid body/conjoined torsion angle dynamics based on dipolar couplings for the domain-swapped dimer of CVN. (a) Starting structures (backbone N, Cα, C atoms), best-fitted to the A B half of the domain-swapped dimer of CVN used in the calculations with the X-ray structure represented by thick green lines, and three alternative starting structures shown as thin blue, gold, and purple lines, generated by partial randomization of the φ, ψ angles of the linker (residues 49-54) within the confines of the allowed regions of the Ramachadran map. (b) Structures, best-fitted to the A B half of the domain-swapped dimer, generated by conjoined rigid body/torsion angle dynamics starting from the X-ray structure. The thick red line represents the ensemble of 20 structures generated with the φ/ψ torsion angles of residues 49-54 allowed to vary; the other 4 ensembles of structures (20 each) are represented by thin lines and were generated with the φ/ψ torsion angles of residues 48-55 (purple), 49-55 (blue), 50-55 (green), and 50-54 (cyan) allowed to vary. The five ensembles of structures are essentially indistiguishable from each other. (c) Structures, best-fitted to the A B half of the domain-swapped dimer, generated by conjoined rigid body/torsion angle dynamics starting from the three alternate structures shown in (a). Two ensembles of structures were obtained, displayed in blue (35 structures) and green (25 structures) with the same orientation of the AB half the domain-swapped dimer relative to the A B half but with different translational displacements; for comparison, the average structure of the red ensemble shown in (b) is also displayed (thick red line).
backbone are afforded by the φ, ψ torsion angles in the linker (residues 49-54). This protocol comprises (a) high temperature equilibration at 3000 K; (b) slow cooling during which time the force constants for the dipolar coupling restraints (obtained in PEG), the noncrystallographic symmetry term, and the conformational torsion angle database term are increased from 0.1 to 1 kcal · mol −1 · Hz −2 , 1 to 100 kcal · mol −1 ·Å −2 , and 0.1 to 8, respectively; and (c) a few cycles of conjoined rigid body/torsion angle minimization. (Note that since there are no experimental restraints for the linker, a large final value for the force constant for the conformational torsion angle database term is employed to ensure that the φ, ψ angles for the linker reside within the preferred regions of the Ramachandran map.) The results are summarized in Fig. 2c . The resulting structures can be divided into two main groups in a ratio of ∼3 : 2. The atomic rms displacement of the AB half of the domain-swapped dimer relative to that of the structures obtained starting from the X-ray coordinates when best-fitting to the A B half is 0.8 ± 0.3Å for the first group and 2.7 ± 0.1Å for the second group. These displacements are entirely translational in nature, since the relative orientations of the two halves of the dimer are essentially identical for the calculated structures obtained from both protocols, differing by less than 2
• . Both groups had the same R dip (work/PEG) and R dip (free/bicelles) values of 14.1 ± 0.1 and 15.6 ± 2.3%, respectively.
The relative orientation of the AB and A B halves in the solution structure of the domain-swapped dimer at neutral pH is ∼120
• , which we term the antiparallel solution (Figs. 1b,  2b, and 2c ). An alternative solution with the two halves oriented at ∼−60
• (i.e., 180
• relative to the first solution), which we term the parallel solution, is also potentially consistent with a single set of dipolar couplings (20) . As discussed previously (20) , the measured dipolar couplings in bicelles are completely inconsistent with the predicted dipolar couplings for the parallel solution calculated on the basis of shape using a steric obstruction model (27) . A small number of structures (∼10%), corresponding to the parallel solution, were obtained with the second calculational protocol. The R dip (work/PEG) for these so-called parallel structures was 15.2 ± 0.4%, slightly worse than that obtained for the antiparallel solution (∼14%); however, the R dip (free/bicelles) for the parallel structures was 35 ± 1% compared to 15-16% for the antiparallel structures. Thus, dipolar couplings measured in a second liquid crystalline medium can readily distinguish between the two alternate solutions.
In conclusion, we have presented a simple and robust approach using conjoined rigid body/torsion angle dynamics for determining the relative orientations of two domains (in this case the two-halves of a domain-swapped dimer) on the basis of dipolar couplings. Since the relevant conformational degrees of freedom are limited to the φ, ψ backbone torsion angles of the linker region between the two domains, the approach is highly efficient and displays excellent convergence properties while retaining translational information afforded by the presence of an intact linker.
